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HOW DIVERSE IS THE ASTEROID BELT! Thomas H. Burbine (Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 
Cambridge, MA 02138) and Jeffrey F. Bell (Planetary Geosciences Div., Dept. of Geology & Geophysics, SOEST, 
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI %822) 

For approximately twenty years, many different asteroid taxonomies, which used many different observational 
data sets, have been develaped to try to group asteroids into classes that contain members with similar spectral 
characteristics. However to understand the structure of the asteroid belt, the resulting classes are only useful if they 
are grouping together asteroids with somewhat similar mineralogies and thermal histories. Until recently, these 
taxonomies have focused on spectral reflectance data from 0.3 to 1.1 p and visual albedo. But in the last five 
years, observational data sets (e.g. 0.8 to 2.5 pn spectra, CCD spectra, 3 pm spectra, radar albedos) for a small 
number of asteroids have been compiled that can give a better m i m r a l o ~  inteapretation, but whose use in asteroid 
taxonomy has been relatively limited. Analyses of these "supplementary" data sets show that most asteroid classes 
contain membm with different compositions a n d h  thermal histories. To understand the diversity of the asteroid 
belt, the number of objects with these observations must be expanded and used in the next generation of taxonomies. 

The most widely used taxonomy [I] groups asteroids according to similarities in seven colors taken from 0.3 to 
1.1 pn in the eightcolor asteroid survey (ECAS) [2] and rough similarities in visual albedo @re-IRAS) when 
available. No mineralogical inmpmati011~ are used in forming the classes, however the same spectral information 
that is used in classifying can be used to give a rough interpretation of surface composition. The "supplementary" 
data sets allow for a more complete mineralogical interpretation as shown in Table I. Due to the small number of 
asteroids that have these observations (Table I), these data sets have had limited uses in taxonomy except in the 
work of a few researchers (e.g. [3]. [4]. [5]). However these data sets can be used to "test" a class by seeing how 
consistent the mineralogical interpretations are for the members of the class. If members of the same class have 
different mineralogical interpretations from the analyses of these data sets, the most obvious conclusions are that the 
class contains asteroids with different surface compositions or one of the observations is in error. 

Analyses of these data sets shows that most classes contain members with different mineralogies. Many of the 
classes (C, D, F, M, and T) contain both hydrated and non-hydrated members [6], which implies at least two types of 
surface rnateaial in these classes. The two known hydrated M-asteroids (55 Pandora and 92 Undina) are most likely 
composed of some type of carbonaceous material, while the non-hydrated ones may or may not have surfaces of 
metallic iron. The one known non-hydrated M (16 Psyche) has a very high radar albedo [7] that implies a metallic 
surface. The T-asteroids appear to contain at least two mineralogically distinct types [8] [9] from the analysis of 0.8 
to 2.5 pn [lo] and 3 pm [6] spectra One type (% Aegle, 114 Kaswdra, and 233 Asterope) is non-hydrated and 
moderately red-sloped, while the other type (308 Polyxo) is hydrated and much redder sloped. The spatnun of the 
fwt type of T-asteroid has been noticed to have similarities with both the spectra of troilite [9] and an EH4 chondrite 
(Abee) [ l  11. One asteroid class (G) was thought to contain both hydrated and non-hydrated members, however the 
one non-hydrated G-type (148 Gallia) (GU) appears to be a misclassified S on the basis of CCD speclra [121. 

The Sclass also appears to be very mineralogically diverse. The S-class has members that appear to be 
differentiated and exhibit silicate con$ositions on the surface ranging from pure olivine through olivine-pyroxene 
mixtures to pure pyroxene or pyroxene-feldspar mixtures (13). There also appears to be "primitive" asteroids in the 
S-asteroid population. One example is the Kclass, which was separated by Bell (3) from the Sclass and linked with 
a COICV chondritic composition on the basis of albedo (-0.09) and flat 0.8 to 2.5 pm spectra. Another example are 
387 Aquitania and 980 Anacostia [14]. Both asteroids have a 2 pm feature and no corresponding 1 pm feature, 
which is anomalous for an assemblage of olivine and/or pyroxene. This 2 jm feature has been attributed to spinel 
and these two asteroids have been proposed to have a CO/CV composition enriched in spinel-bearing inclusions. 

To try to disptay the diversity of the asteroid classes, a revised Bell superclass table [15] (Table 11) has been 
formulated. Asteroid classes that have members with dissimilar surfwe compositions have been subdivided and then 
placed into the superclass (primitive, metamorphic, or igneous) that best explains the degree of metamorphic heating 
that each subclass is believed to have undergone. The symbols for the subclasses of the S-class are S (olivine- 
pyroxene mixture). So (olivine-rich) [4], Sp (pyroxene-rich) [4], and Ss (spinel-rich). The classes (C, D, F, M, and 
T) with hydrated and non-hydrated members have each been given either the symbol h after the class name (e.g. Ch) 
to represent a hydrated subclass or the symbol n to represent a non-hydrated one. It is not clear where the subclass 
Tn should be placed since a troilite composition would imply an igneous thermal history while an EH4 composition 
would imply a metamorphic thermal history. Single letter asteroid classes (K and Z [16]) that were not included in 
Tholen's origmal taxonomy [I] are placed in parentheses. A representative asteroid of each class (or subclass) is also 
given, however it is unknown if the properties of that asteroid is characteristic of other members of the class. 

Most asteroid classes contain members with different surface compositions andlor thermal histories based on the 
analyses of these supplementary data sets. These observations appear critical for understanding the structure of the 
asteroid belt and need to be done for a large number of asteroids so a taxonomy that truly reflects the diversity of the 
asteroid belt can be created. 
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Table I 

Sets A s o r m a t i o n  
. . 

ECAS spectra (0.3-1.1 p )  Ultraviolet feature due to ~ e + ~ ,  Part of 1 pm feature due to olivine andlor 
(-589 asteroids) Pyroxene 

Visual albedo (Ma~nly IRAS) Elimination of some possible surface compositions 
(-1800 asteroids) 

0.8-2.5 p spectra (52 channels) Other part of 1 p feature, 1.1 p n  feahm due to feldspar, 2 feature due to 
(-120 asteroids) pyroxene and/or spinel, Continuum slope 

3 Cull spectra 
(-50 asteroids) 

3 p.m feature due to hydrated silicates 

CCD specm (0.4- 1.0 p )  Very weak features believed to be due to iron oxides in phyllosilicates, Better 
(-200 asteroids) determination of part of 1 pm feature 

Radar albedos Estimation of metal abundance as a function of wrositv 

Table I1 

Bell S u m l a s s  Class Inferred Minerals Analwous Meteorites Asteroid Example 
Primitive Dn organics (none) 72 1 Tabora 

P organics 65 Cybele 
Cn+Fn anhydrous silicates, C (none) 3 1 Euphrosyne 
6) 01, pyx, carbon CO and CV chondrites 221 Eos 
Ss spinel CO and CV chondrites 387 Aquitania 
(Zl oreanics (none) 5145 Pholus 

Metamorphic Th clays, organics (none) 308 Polyxo 
B+Ch+Fh+G clays, opaques altered carb. chondrites 10 Hygiea 

Dh clays, organics (none) 773 hintraud 
Q pyx, 01, grey NiFe H, L, LL chondrites 1862 Apollo 
Mh clavs altered carb. chondrites 55 Pandora 

Igneous V PYX, plag, 01 basaltic achondrite 4 Vesta 
R 01, PYX 01-rich achondrites? 349 Dembowska 
S 01, pyx, red NiFe lodranites, irons 6 Hebe 

So 01, red NiFe pallasites 354 Eleonora 
SP pyx, plag, red NiFe basal tic achondrites? 1036 Ganyrned 
A 01 brach ini tes 446 Aeternitas 
Mn NiFe irons 16 Psyche 
E Fe-free pvx aubrites 64 Annelina 

(Mars) (SNC meteorites) 
(Moon) (lunar meteorites) 

(The superclass of the Tn subclass is still being debated.) 
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